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Abstract: 

Economy of a country relies on agricultural productivity. In a country like India where 

agriculture contribute 6% of the total GDP, it is required to take care of the plants. Due to 

environmental changes such us decrease in fertility of soil, reduction in water quality, global 

warming, the chances of plants to capture diseases has significantly increased. Thus it is 

necessary to identify these diseases at an early stage so that proper treatment can be given. 

Traditional methods were tedious and time consuming because they require visual 

identification using naked eye which was also not accurate. In this paper modern method of 

image processing to analyse these diseases has been discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Economy of a nation relies upon farming profitability .Country’s economy improvement 

relies upon the agrarian land mass and efficiency. Dominant part of the populace are relied 

upon the agribusiness. Ranchers develop different harvests dependent on the dirt richness and 

accessibility of assets. Because of changes in the natural conditions, for example, downpour 

fall, temperature soil richness, the yields can get contaminated by growths, microorganisms 

and infections. They utilize appropriate pesticides and herbicides for the plants for 

forestalling maladies and expanding the profitability and nature of the item. Visual perception 

designs on the plants are utilized for distinguishing and considering the plant illnesses. 

Identification of plant infection at the underlying stage will be valuable since the ailment can 

be controlled 

In barely any nations the ranchers don‟t have any thought or medium for reaching the 

specialists. Existing technique for recognition is visual perception of the leaf designs by 

specialists. Be that as it may, it requires enormous master group. In such circumstance a 

computerized plant contamination or malady observing framework will be exceptionally 

helpful. By looking at the plants leafs in the rural homestead land with the put away plant 

sickness manifestations via computerization will be less expensive. Here we arrange the plant 

ailment into three in particular Anthracnose, Cercospora Leaf Spot and Bacterial Blight 

Anthracnose causes sporadic formed spots on the leaf with tan or dark colored shading 

These blotches will be near leaf veins. Extreme disease will bring about leaf dropping. 

Cercospora leaf spot leaf will have little, darker bits with a ruddy fringe. It spreads out with a 

dim focus. Later on the leaf tissue turns out to be flimsy and weak, and drops out leaving a 

gap. Bacterial Blight sickness can influence trunk, branches, shoots, buds, blossoms, leaves 

and product of a plant. A little light green spots shows up on the leaf and it spread over the 

leaf. Injury district later become dry dead spot Test of the leaf are sustained to the picture 

handling frameworks for recognizing the contamination/infection. The different advances 
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engaged with Plant malady location are picture procurement, pre-handling, division, highlight 

extraction and grouping. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Lately, picture preparing strategies/image processing techniques are utilized in different 

fields, for example, robotization, restorative and so forth.  

Indeed, even the recognizable proof of plant disease utilizing conventional strategy is 

supplanted by picture preparing. The picture preparing frameworks requires camera, PC and 

important programming. Steps engaged with disease detection are image acquisition, pre-

processing, segmentation, feature extraction and classification 

Performing image enhancement improves the nature of the picture just as the clearness. 

Essential hues red, green and blue mixes produce numerous assortments of hues. Thus, 

executing picture preparing utilizing RGB segments is troublesome and its range is extremely 

high. Changing over 

RGB picture into its equal dark picture(gray image) is done for simpler execution [2]. 

Robotized plant illness utilizing picture handling strategy is valuable for the ranchers as it 

diminishes enormous human works and can help to identified the side effects at beginning 

time [3]. MATLAB software‟s picture preparing devices are utilized for recognizing the 

infection of the plants 

Image acquisition is performed utilizing advanced cameras. K-mean bunching calculation 

utilized Euclidean separation metric technique and groups the picture dependent on the 

predetermined number of gatherings [4][5]. Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is 

one of the most well known techniques for surface investigation. It creates a component 

based dark level network for the shading picture and measures the spatial separation between 

the pixels. GLCM speaks to the separation and precise spatial relationship of a picture in a 

particular size. GLCM computes how frequently the pixel with dark level force happens. 

Evenly values are spoken to as „i‟ and vertically or slantingly qualities to adjoining pixels are 

named as j‟ 

3. METHODOLOGY 

 

Fig 1 steps involved in plant infection system 

Cell phones or computerized camera are utilized to take pictures of contaminated leafs of 

various plants. Picture handling systems are applied on those pictures to get helpful highlights 

for examining. The different advances included are appeared in the Figure 1. 

3.1 Image Acquisition 
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Initial phase in picture obtaining is to catch the leaves utilizing cell phone or advanced 

camera. These put away pictures of the leaves from the database are load by determining the 

way. Figure 2 shows the pictures of the examples of plant leaves 

 

Fig 2 Images of the Leaf Affected by a) Anthracnose b) Cercospora Leaf Spot and c) Bacterial Blight 

3.2 Image Pre-processing  

Pre-processing improves the nature of the picture by expelling unsought distortion. 

Cutting the pictures dependent on the region of interest(ROI), picture smoothing and 

differentiate upgrade are done here. Figure 3 shows the pictures in the wake of performing 

picture upgrade. 

 

Fig 3 

for assessing the picture properties. GLCM ascertains the pixel with a specific power 

or dark worth happens in the picture. Resultant will be the whole of event of the pixel with 

explicit force in the spatial space. Size of the GLCM will be founded on the quantity of dim 

levels. 

3.3 Image Segmentation  

Image segmentation is the technique for partitioning a picture into various sub 

pictures. Here we use K-mean division procedure which uses tone estimation technique for 

isolating and bunching thepicture. Since the green shade of the leaves is ordinary, we don't 

think about them. We select the bunch picture demonstrating the tainted zone for highlight 

extraction. Figure 4, underneath shows the fragmented pictures of the leaves 

 

Fig 4 Segmented Images of the Infected Leaves 

3.4 Feature Extraction  
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Fascinating piece of a picture from where the necessary information’s are removed is called 

as feature extraction. The element of the region of intrigue (ROI) will be littler than the first 

picture. Gray level co-occurrence network (GLCM) is probably the best technique for surface 

examination. It utilizes second request insights techniques  

 

3.5 Classification  

Leaves are influenced by ailments brought about by growths, microorganisms and infections. 

At some point bugs likewise harm the leaf which shows up as leaf spot ailment. The tainted 

piece of the leaf will change in size and shading, contingent upon the stage and life form 

included. Spots will be seen with different hues, for example, yellow, darker, tan, dark. In 

view of the surface data from GLCM the illness is characterized. Here, we order the illness as 

Anthracnose, Cercospora Leaf Spot and Bacterial Blight. 

 

Classification of disease and affected area is shown in the table1 

Sample No.  Disease Classified  Affected Area (Percentage)  

 1  Anthracnose  49.88  

 2  Anthracnose  53.12  

 3  Anthracnose  66.37  

 4  Cercospora Leaf Spot  30.56  

 5  Cercospora Leaf Spot  43.25  

 6  Cercospora Leaf Spot  21.89  

 7  Bacterial Blight  30.51  

 8  Bacterial Blight  15.68  

 9  Bacterial Blight  88.76  

Table 1 

4. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Contaminations are distinguished dependent on K-implies bunching and GLCM methods. 

Fragmented picture surface examinations are utilized for arranging the contamination as 

Anthracnose, Cercospora Leaf Spot and Bacterial Blight. The outcomes acquired for various 

leaf tests with malady characterization and influenced region is appeared in Table 1. This 

framework was fit for recognizing the disease and groups them as needs be with 98.27% of 

exactness 

5. CONCUSION 

This work gives productive and exact plant sickness recognition and grouping strategy by 

utilizing picture handling method. K-means and GLCM strategies are utilized for plant leaf 

sickness recognition. This robotized framework diminishes time of discovery and work cost. 
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It can assist the ranchers with diagnosing the malady and make therapeutic move as needs be. 

In future work, we will expand our database for more leaf ailment ID  
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